
Q & A / TIPS SHEET

Q: What makes A SKETCH OF VENETIAN HISTORY unique? 
A: This book offers an imaginative, engaging and poetic overview of the rich and fascinating history 
of Venice. From the lagoon’s early ecological formations and humble settlements to dominating 
maritime empire, while highlighting key figures and innovations, this narrative traces the Republic’s 
decadent decline and modern-day struggles. It emphasizes the heart and spirit of a culture that 
was innovative, tenacious, courageous, and defied the odds to prevail. Every page of this book 
showcases magical, detailed illustrations that helps you to reimagine the history of Venice. 

Q: Who is A SKETCH OF VENETIAN HISTORY written for? 
A: This book captivates and entertains both adults and teenagers alike. It is written for a family 
touring the city, a twenty-something backpacker on a train, and a nonna and his grandchild sharing 
a gelato in Piazza San Marco. It layers insights into the city’s history, details to search within the city, 
beautiful Italian terms, and captivating facts about exceptional artists, explorers, and scientists that 
formed its influential reach. This book sparks a deep curiosity into the longest-running Republic in 
history. 

Q: What came first, the illustrations or the words?
A: This book started with a sketch that evolved into the cover image. One of the first facts that 
I learned was that Venice is a cluster of over a hundred small islands that had to be reinforced 
with trees from the mainland. I had just visited the forested mountains in the Dolomites and was 
imagining the tremendous effort must have been involved in transporting and installing massive 
tree trunks to buttress and support the islands. Then the playful thought occurred to me - I was 
walking on top of an underwater forest. So I began from there. 

Q: What inspired you and brought you to Venice? 
A: I was teaching Visual Art and Environmental Science at an international college near Venice. 
At first, I traveled for the beautiful architecture, the stunning views, and the gelato. And of course 
for love. The more I returned, the more stories I acquired. Whether making etchings in Tintoretto’s 
original studio, glassblowing in Murano, drawing models in private villas with local artists, or visiting 
water testing sites and flooding response projects, the city opened up its past. Traveling by bike 
throughout Italy, Croatia, Greece, Turkey, Egypt, North American and Scandinavia also revealed 
the Republic’s far-reaching influence. I started reading every book I could find and looked at 
countless prints, maps, and architectural illustrations. This book came together after many years 
of breathing and living the dream of Venice. 

Q: Can you tell us more about the drawings? 
A: I drew with the finest black point pen on large, poster-size paper. The fine illustrations integrate 
maps of the city, architectural drawings, and historical-artistic references to create a unique visual 
language. The fine, flowing lines tie together the human-made structures with the natural world 
and reveal surprising details. From an aerial perspective, the city of Venice is the shape of a fish. 
So I imaged aspects of the city as different creatures, like crabs, fish, spiders, lions, and other 
animals. I avoided using the human form to depict a “Venetian,” as so few Venetians exist, and the 
city is on the brink of its physical extinction. 

Q: Is the author available for an interview? 
A: Yes! She is thrilled to share her perspective and story. 
Please contact her at info@sarahpierrozart.com or through Instagram @sarah.pierroz


